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After the turbulence of modernism and postmodernism in 20th century, 
contemporary society entered into the period of media and information. With the 
rapid development of media technology, image itself and the production becomes the 
leading role in society, which absolutely effects every fields, especially the thinking 
of the society. Image era becomes a precise description of the present.  
Since 20th80s visual culture mainly represented by images has been an 
important trend in social study. It forms a broad field composed of several 
disciplines such as culture study, sociology. The application of transportation and 
communication technology, promoted another important turn of sociological study in 
the middle and later periods of 20th century, which is the space turn. Time and space 
experience has been shocked continually and visually, space is considered as the 
product of society. As the summation of all kinds of social relationships, space 
concept has been extended greatly. These turns of postmodernism exposes the typical 
characters of time era, and forms the new background for every kind of social study. 
As part of mass media and visual culture, and also an important space product, 
architecture is effected directly by these turns. In this dissertation, image era is 
viewed as the context of contemporary architecture. A detailed introduction of the 
concept and characters is presented, also the exact changes in visual paradigm and 
space turn. The relationships between architecture and people, architecture and space, 
architecture and material are redefined in this context. Architecture in image era 
presents irrationalization, complexity and visualization, which submits to our eye. In 
Space Turn, architecture space shows pluralism and complexity, 4-dimention 
Decomponds become a main feature. The material of architecture is treated as a kind 
of pattern，in the methods of image processing. 
This trend will help us understanding present situation of space production   
Increasing of China. We need to join in the current with criticism. 
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图 2.1 雨果 纳达尔摄 1884 年 
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